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The 3 FP7 consortia
FP7 Call – HEALTH.2013.4.2-3
New methodologies for clinical trials for small population groups

Three projects were funded:

• ASTERIX (PI Kit Roes)
Advances in Small Trials dEsign for Regulatory Innovation and eXcellence

• IDeAl (PI Ralf-Dieter Hilgers)
Integrated Design and AnaLysis of small population group trials

• InSPiRe (PI Nigel Stallard)
Innovative methodology for small population research



• statistical design innovations in individual and series of trials

• framework for rare diseases wrt rational trial design choices

• include patient level info & perspectives
in design and decision making throughout the clinical trial process

• re-consider the scientific basis for levels of evidence to support decision 
making at the regulatory level

• validation of new methods against real life data and regulatory decisions



• assessment of randomization

• extrapolation of dose-response information 

• adaptive trial designs

• optimal experimental designs in mixed models

• pharmacokinetic and individualized designs

• simulation of clinical studies

• involvement and identification of genetic factors 

• decision-theoretic considerations

• evaluation of biomarkers and surrogate endpoints
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• early dose-finding trials 

• decision-theoretic designs

• confirmatory trials in small trials and personalized medicines

• evidence synthesis in planning and interpretation of clinical trials 
in small populations



The POWER-tool

Patient participation in Outcome Measure WEighing for Rare 
diseases

A tool for investigators to involve patients in determination of 
outcome measures and choice of measurement instruments

3 steps approach

Developed together with Asterix Patient Think Tank and end users

Road-tested in ongoing SMA trial
Gaasterland et al. Health Policy 2018 Dec;122(12):1287-1294.



Goal Attainment Scaling

Kiresuk and Sherman, Community Mental Health Journal 1968; 4 (6): 443.

1. What are your goals?
2. Definition of 5 levels of attainment per goal
3. Which goals are most important to you (weights)?
4. Intervention
5. Independent assessment:

At what level is each goal attained? 



When is GAS useful?

Useful:

• Chronic disease

• Effect of intervention expected on behavioral ability, 
that can be assessed independently

• Concurrent blinded controls

Not useful:

• Acute, episodic or unpredictable diseases

Gaasterland et al. BMC Med Res Methodol. 2016;16:99.
Urach et al. Stat Methods Med Res. 2018:962280218777896.
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Decision makers need evidence
The European legislation on orphan medicinal products [Regulation (EC) No 141/2000] emphasises that patients 
suffering from rare conditions should be 

• “… entitled to the same quality of treatment as other patients.”

• Current rationale is to present evidence at the same confidence levels

• Small populations guidance does stimulate alternatives for design and analyses

• Careful case-by-case decisions are made, that essentially may “relax” level of 
evidence


